This paper proposes a new formulation for speech recognitionlunderstanding systems. in which the a posteriori probability of a speaker's message that the speaker intend to address given an observed acouhtic sequence is maximized. This is an extension of the current criterion that maximizes a probability of a word sequence. Among the various possible representations. we employ cooccurrence score of words measured by mutual information as the conditional probability of a word sequence occurring in a given message. The word sequence hypotheses obtained by bigram and trigram language models are rescored using the co-occurrence score. Experimental results show that t he word accuracy is improved by this method. Topic-words. which represent the content of' a speech signal are then extracted from speech recognition results based on the significance score of each word. When five topic-words are extracted for each broadcast-news article. 82.8% of them are correct in average. This paper also proposes a verbalizationdependent language model. which is useful for Japanese dictation systems.
INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art automatic speech recognition systcms employ the criterion of maximizing 4WlX). where W is a word sequence and X is an acoustic observation sequence. This criterion is reasonable for dictating read speech. However. the ultimate goal of automatic speech recognition is to extract the underlying messages of the speaker from the speech signals. Hence we need to model the process of speech generation and recognition as shown in Fig According to this model. the speech recognition process is the problem of estimating M to maximlie P(MIX). This papcr proposes a new formulation to solve this problem. It covers the various approaches that have been attempted and also suggests new approaches. We consider that message M is represented by a co-occurrence of words, and based on this consideration we propose a new formulation for speech recognition.
We apply this formulation to broadcast-news speech transcriptions and show how it improves word accuracy. We then explicitly represent message M as a combination of topic-words. and automatically extract topic-words from the word sequence obtained as the result of the speech recognition process. This paper also describes language models taking care of multiple verbalizations of words, which is one of the difficult problems for Japanese speech dictation systems.
MESSAGE-DRIVEN SPEECH RECOGNITION
According to Fig. I , the speech recognition process is represented as the maximization of the following a posteriori probability, argmax P(MIX) = argmax C P(MIW)P( w~x).
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Using Bayes' Rule, Eq. ( I ) can be expressed as
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For simplicity. we can approximate the equation as argniax P(MJX) = argmax P(X~W)P(W~M)P(M).
U M .w &XI W ) is calculated using hidden Markov models in the same way as in usual recognition processes. We consider P(M) has a uniform probability for all M. Then we only need to consider further the term P( WIM). We assume that P(WIM) can be cxpressed as follows.
whcre A,O I AI I is a weighting factor. P(W). the first term of the right hand side, represents a part of f(wIM) that is independent of M and can be given by a general statistical language model. P(WlM), the second term of the right hand side. represents the part of P(WlM) that depends on M. 
BASELINE JAPANESE SYSTEM
BROADCAST-NEWS DICTATION
Acoustic Models
The feature vector consists of I6 cepstral coefficients. normalized logarithmic power. and their delta features (derivatives). The total number of parameters in each vector is 34. Cepstral coefficients were normalized by the cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) method.
The acoustic models we used were shared-state triphone HMMs designed using tree-based clustering. The total number of states was 2,106. and the number of Gaussian mixture components per state was 4. They were trained using phonetically-balanced sentences and dialogues read by S 3 speakers. They were completely different from the broadcast-news task. AI1 of the speakers were male. The total number of training utterances was 13.270 and the total length of the training data was approximately 20 hours.
Language Models
Broadcast-news manuscripts prepared during the period from August 1992 to May 1996, comprising roughly S00k sentences and 22M words. were used for constructing language models. To calculate word n-gram language models. we segmented the broadcast-news manuscripts into words by using a morphological analyzer since Japanese sentences are written without spaces between words. A worclfrequency lis1 was derived lor the news manuscripts. and thc 20k most frequently used words were selected as vocabulary words. This 20k vocabulary covers about 98% of the words in the broadcast-news manuscripts. We calculated bigrams. trigrams. and 4-grams. and estimated unseen models using Katz's back-off smoothing method.
To prevent data sparseness in training 4-grams. we employed class 4-grams, i.e..
where C, is a word class. We first classified the vocabulary words into 138 classes on the basis of their grammatical characteristics given by the morphological analyzer. The classes of verhs. adjectives and nouns. consisting of many vocabulary words. were divided into smaller classes using the thesaurus. and the total number of classes was 1,000. A preliminary experiment showed that the thesaurus-based classes achieved lower perplexity than the classes based on mutual information under a condition .of 1,000 classes. The 3.500 most frequent words in the training text were excluded from the classification and were handled as independent classes.
In written Japanese, a particular word may have a number of different verbalizations associated with it [7]. This is also true to much less frequent extent in isolated examples i n English. (e. g. "minute", "read"). With this feature of Japanese in mind. we considered three methods of building language models from written Japanese.
In the first and second methods, the language model is conslructed without regard to the different verbalizations.
Essentially. this represents a language model of the written form of words. During recognition. for a given word, a phoneme sequence for each possible verbalization is given by I dictionary. In the first method, all verbalizations are given equal probability. In the second method, a sequence of words in the training text is converted into the actual verhalization. which it represents using a morphological analysis program. This conversion is difficult and error prone. The probability of each verbalization for each word averaged over every kind of context was calculated and used during recognition. As we previously reported [7] . the second method gives better recognition performance than the first method. but its disadvantage is that it does no consider the dependency of verbalization on the context.
In the third method, the training texts are also converted to the actual verbalization and the words with the same written form but with different verbalizations are regarded as different words. A language model is constructed and used in a manner similar to the way it would be used in English.
Evaluation Experiments
News speech data, which were broadcast on TV in July 1996, were divided into two parts, a clean set and a noisy set, and these were separately evaluated. The clean set consisted of SO utterances with no background noise, and the noisy set consisted of SO utterances with background noise. The noisy set included spontaneous speech such as reports by correspondents. Each set included the speech of six or seven speakers. All utterances were manually segmented into sentences. The out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rates were 0.8% and 2.9% for the clean and noisy sets, respectively.
Tahle I shows the experimental results and test-set perplexities for the first and the third method of language model construction. The results in the parentheses correspond to the results for the third method. Although there was almost no change in test-set perplexities, the word accuracies of the clean set and the noisy set for the third method were 2.0% and 3.6% higher respectively, than those for the I'irst method when trigrams were used. This result is slightly better than the one obtained by the second method reported in (71. Even though the third method increased the vocabulary size. the coverage of the most frequent 20k words decreased only by 0.1 % from 97.7% to 97.6%.
The table also shows that there is a large difference between the results of the clean set and the noisy set. This was mainly due to the fact that the latter had a much larger testset perplexities and was contaminated by background noisc.
The N-best hypotheses obtained using bigram language models were rescored by using (word-) trigrams and (class-) 4-grams. A combination of trigram and 4-gram models achieved a 0.59 absolute value improvement in word accuracy over the case of only using one or the other. As mentioned in Section 2. P(WIM). the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (4). is represented by word cooccurrences in this paper. Since nwst of the words that express messages or topics are nouns. we extracted only nouns from the N-best hypotheses of the word sequences which were obtained using the trigram language model. Message-driven speech recognition results were obtained by rescoring the hypotheses by adding word co-occurrence scores for every pair of nouns. The co-occurrence score was calculated hased on the mutual information as follows; 
(60.3)
( I 14.5) ( 6 3 . 9 ) -where p ( t~. , . w , ) is the probability of observing words N', and H ' , in the same news article, and p ( w , ) and p ( w , ) are the probabilities of observing word w, and w , in all the articles, respectively. In order to compensate the probabilities of the words with very low frequency. a square root term was employed in the denominator of the equation. The co-occurrence scores were calculated using the same database as that was used for language modeling. Table 2 shows the word accuracies obtained by rescoring with word co-occurrence scores. The results before rescoring are also shown i n Tahle 2 for comparison. The weighting factor for eo-occurrence score. A , was appropriatoly sc't on the basis of preliminary experimenth. As shown in Table 2 . word accuracy for the clean set was improved by incorporating P( WIM). 
Experimental Results
TOPIC-WORD EXTRACTION
Word Significance Measure
As we mentioned in Section 4, most of the topic-words that expressed messages or topics of broadcast-news were nouns. We therefore investigated a method for extracting topicwords from nouns in the speech recognition results on the hasis of a significance measure for each word.
Many of the measures that have been used in information retrieval from text databases were tried in a preliminary experiment, and the following measure [8] was chosen. 
Evaluation Experiments
Performance of topic-word extraction was evaluated using the following scores for each broadcast-news articles. C H where C is the number of correctly extracted topic-words, T is the total number of correct topic-words, and H is the total nuniber of extracted topic-words.
Twenty-nine broadcast-news articles comprising I 4 2 uttc'rances by IS male speakers ( 8 anchors and 7 others) were used for evaluation. Each news article had 2 -14 utterances ( 5 utterances on the average). T N~ topic-words were given by three subjects; 4 -IO phrases were given for each news article by each subject. A true topic-word set was constructed for each article from topic-words given by at least one suhject (35.7 words on average). Supplementary experiments were also conducted hy giving correct texts instead of transcription results as input. Eighty-nine percent of the true topic-word set were nouns. Table 3 .
When five topic-words were chosen from speech recognition results. 82.8% of them were correct on average.
In light of the fact that. on average 74%. of the topic-words given by two subjects overlap. the topic-word extraction performance obtained for speech recognition results seems good enough for practical use. A supplementary experiment with G, and G , values calculated using live years worth (from July 1992 to May 1906) of hroadcast-news manuscripts instead of newspaper articles achieved almost the samc performance. We constructed a baseline speech recognition system for Japanese broadcast-news dictation. As one of the Japanesespecific problems, we investigated the issue 01' multiple verbalizations associated with each word, and showed t h a t word accuracy could he improved by a new language model in which words with the same written form but with different verbalization were treated as different words. We carried out speech recognition experiments based on the abovemcntioned framework by introducing mutual informationbased word co-occurrence scores; better word accuracy was achieved than was possible with the current framework.
We then extracted topic-words representing topics of a given news article from broadcast-news speech recognition results. The topic-words were extracted from a set of nouns in the hypothesized word sequence based on the word signi~icance measure. When five topic-words were chosen froni each hypothesis. 82.8% of them were correct on average.
The proposed new formulation of speech recognition framework suggests extensions in various ways to new formulations of speech understanding systems. The system should improve with the elaboration of a more sophisticated P(WIM). a better morphological analyzer which gives more precise verbalizations for words, and a more appropriate measure for extracting topic-words.
